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Frying is a process that degrades the quality of frying oil and as a consequence it impairs the quality of foods being fried. Quality degradation involves changes in the chemical and physical properties of the oil and causes harmful effects for human health. In order to protect consumers’ health legal limits and recommendations for frying oil use have been set in several countries. The criteria used are chiefly the concentration of polar and/or polymer compounds. The determination of total polar or polymer concentration requires a lot of chemicals, long procedures and in the case of polymer compounds high expertise and expensive equipment. On the other hand, the measurement of viscosity of frying oils is rapid, far less expensive and easy to apply. Although it has long been known that the increase in oil viscosity is related to the concentration of polymers, there is limited information on such correlations and therefore for the moment viscosity measurements cannot be used to replace the polar and polymer concentration criteria.
The aim of the present work was to propose equations relating the di- and oligo-polymers of triacylglycerols formed during frying to the measured viscosity. To this end extensive experimental work has been performed including 12 series of repeated frying experiments of 45 frying batches each where the oils have been degraded reaching or surpassing legislation limits. Three oil types (olive oil, sunflower oil and palm oil), as well as three different foods (potato, zucchini and bovine minced meat). Control, thermo-oxidation (heating-quenching) experiments were performed in the absence of food. The viscosity of a total of 183 samples coming from the above experimental plan was measured both at 25°C and 50°C using a prototype capillary viscosimeter coded TR-1 Rheometer. The di- and oligopolymers of triacylglycerols were determined using HPSEC. Equations between viscosity and polymer concentration are provided and the effect of oil type vs food type are discussed.

